25 FWS-eligible students collectively earned $10,000 as they served at 11 sites in Portland via off-campus Federal Work Study.

9 Reed students biked to the Community Cycling Center to repair bikes for kids, and collectively cycled 350 miles, through the Cycling to Service SEEDS/P.E. class.

25 Reedies served 355 collective hrs at Lane Middle School via LASER, while 11 Reedies tutored 80 collective hrs with Friends of the Children.

23 Reed students served at various Portland sites as a requirement for 2 classes, Clinical Psychology and Motivational Psychology.

25 Reed students served 133 collective hours through SEEDS Weekend Service. They planted 560 trees, served 300 meals, and repaired 98 books for children.

56 Reed students donated blood, potentially saving 306 lives, through on-campus blood drives via the American Red Cross.

28 Reed students visited a local sustainable farm through a partnership between SEEDS and Bon Appétit.